Bicluster pattern discovery plays a key role in analysis of gene expression data. One vital model of bicluster mining is Order-Preserving SubMatrix (OPSM), which finds similar tendency of some genes on some conditions. Most of the OPSM discovery methods are batch mining techniques and not suitable for low latency data query. To make data analysis efficient and effective, in this paper, we first propose a prefix-tree based indexing method pfTree, then give an optimization technique pIndex that employs row and column header tables to search the positive, negative and time-delayed OPSMs. Meanwhile, we present an online sharing query technique to accelerate the frequent searches. Finally, we conduct extensive experiments and compare our methods with the existing approaches. Experimental results demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Gene microarray technology gives the chances for monitoring of the expression level of huge genes on many experiments simultaneously. We always view the gene expression data, which probed on gene microarrays, as an n × m matrix with n rows (genes) and m columns (conditions), in which every entry indicates the expression level of a specific gene on a specific condition [1] - [7] . Table 1 shows an example matrix for gene expression dataset, which contains five genes and six experimental conditions. Existing clustering methods present not so well performance on analysing gene expression data, because most genes are closely co-expression only on some but not all conditions, and are not necessarily expression at the same or similar level. Hence, on this situation, biclustering grows and becomes an useful model to mine important clusters [8] , [9] . Lately, one vital model in biclustering, i.e., Order-Preserving SubMatrix (OPSM) [10] , has been accepted as a biologically meaningful cluster tool. Essentially, an OPSM is a submatrix, in which all the rows shows The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Liangxiu Han . (1) Raw gene expression data matrix. For clarity, we omit some values in certain cells. (2) Permutation of raw data matrix in Table 1 . In essence, it first sorts the expression values of each gene increasingly. Then, it replaces each expression value with column label. the same rising up and dropping down trend on the columns, for example, in Table 2 , rows g 1 and g 2 show a growing expression level on columns c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , c 4 , and c 5 . Meanwhile, OPSM clustering model concentrates on the relative order of conditions but not the absolute values. And OPSM consists of several types, such as positive, negative, time-delayed OPSMs. Table 2 presents some types of OPSMs mining from Table 1 . And Fig. 1 illustrates the expression level (y-axis) of five genes under six experimental conditions (x-axis) in four graphs. These genes belong to different functional categories. As shown in the figures, the genes exhibit positive, negative, time-delayed expression patterns, even though the absolute expression levels under the same conditions are different. With the decreasing of gene expression analysis cost, it accumulates a lot of gene expression datasets and OPSM mining results, but these datasets are not efficiently employed by researchers, who have the experiences and can use specific row or column keywords to search supporting columns or rows. Thus, the problem OPSM search or query is to retrieve some types of OPSMs based on column or row keywords from a given data matrix, which plays a key part in inferring gene coregulated networks, designing new types of drugs, preventing diseases, and so on.
Most of the previous studies address the problem of OPSM mining [11] - [14] , few work is studied for OPSM query. OPSM problem is first proposed by Ben-Dor [10] . Then, the researchers give some OPSM mining methods based on quantitative measures or qualitative measures [7] . And these methods find many types of OPSMs [15] - [18] , such as OPSMs with constant values, or coherent values. Meanwhile, the scientists devise some OPSM mining tools, such as GPX [19] and BicAT [20] . However, these tools have a common feature that it uses an indirect way to give queried results, and the indirect way is not efficient. Therefore, we want to present a direct-way query tool. The most similar work with OPSM query is presented in work [19] , Jiang et al give an interactive method, which can drill down and roll up, to facilitate OPSM search.
OPSM query is similar to string matching problem [21] , [22] , the similarity between the above two problems is to find if there is a pattern string in a given string. KMP [21] and BM [22] are two classic solutions in string problems. They work for string matching without gaps, but do not work well for OPSM query, which allows having gaps in a given string. Therefore, none of these methods can be used directly to solve the problem. However, OPSM clustering is based on the increasing or decreasing order of columns, it make the longest common subsequence method (LCS) [23] be the appropriate model to find the specific OPSMs. Clearly, it is necessary to build indexes to help OPSM queries. Prefix tree and suffix tree are two common basic models, because the former allows two strings to share the prefix, which saves the spaces, we choose it as the basic model. It is a challenging work to devise a OPSM search tool on a direct way. The reasons are as following. First, there are huge amount of datasets. As the dropping of the expense on analysing gene expression, gene expression data are increasing at an unprecedented rate. Further, the analysis of gene expression data produces a large number of OPSM data. Second, how to design a general tool for two kinds of data. It is generally known that, on the one hand, the mining time of OPSM pattern on gene expression data is large, but the search time of OPSM pattern from OPSM data is small, on the other hand, the amount of gene expression data is small, and that of OPSM dataset is large. Last but not the least, memory capacity constraints make the index must be small enough, the growing of datasets makes index update should be efficient, and the quick response requirements of users make the queries on the index must be fast and scalable.
To solve these problems mentioned above, firstly we propose a naive method called pfTree, which indexes the datasets with prefix tree. Although the preliminary index reduces a lot of redundant data, its query efficiency is not high. In order to improve query efficiency, two header tables are added to the pfTree and named it as pIndex. Both of these structures can index two kinds of data, i.e., gene expression data and OPSM data, and OPSMs can be queried directly on them, thus it eliminates the process of mining OPSM from gene expression data. In this way, the advantages of both kinds of data are utilized to improve the query performance. Next, pIndex uses the row and column header tables to update the index and query OPSMs. To further improve query performance, two pruning methods are proposed to reduce the traversal of useless branches. To reduce the excessive candidate set of column keywords generated in the process of column fuzzy query, a first element rotation method FIT is proposed, which reduces the number of column keywords from m! to m. Among the queries, we observe that some queries have been frequently processed before and are time-consuming, e.g., the time consumption of our test results in Section VI, especially when executing fuzzy queries, take more than one second, thus an online sharing query technique is necessary to proposed to reduce the cost of frequent and time-consuming searches.
It applies two indexes pfTree and pIndex on two kinds of datasets, i.e., gene expression and OPSM datasets. At the same time, a lot of experiments have been done. The experimental results show that both indexes have good compression performance, and pIndex is more efficient in index update and query. Furthermore, the two methods are implemented on three platforms: single machine, Hadoop and Hama [24] . At the same time, they are also effective and scalable in index creation, query based on different keywords or nodes. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• It presents a basic method based on prefix tree, pfTree, and an optimization method named pIndex with two header tables of row and column.
• Index updating (insertion and deletion), multiple types of OPSM query methods, and online sharing query techniques are proposed. At the same time, the method named FIT reduces the number of candidate keyword sets, and several pruning methods for improving query performance are given.
• The validity and scalability of the proposed method are verified on three platforms: single machine, Hadoop and Hama. It is proved that pIndex with/without online sharing query method outperforms pfTree in processing cost and query accuracy.
The rest of paper is organized as follows: Section II gives preliminary concepts and presents the basic framework for Order-Preserving SubMatrix indexing and search. Section III presents a naive indexing method pfTree. Section IV illustrates the optimization indexing method pIndex, which contains building and updating method and how to construct header tables. Section V offers the exact and fuzzy queries using header table based search paradigm, proposes FIT strategy and pruning methods, describes the multi-types of OPSM query approaches, and shows the online sharing query strategy. We report empirical studies, and review related work in Section VI and VII, respectively. Section VIII concludes this study.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, to keep the paper self contained, we introduce the preliminary concepts, such as positive, negative, and timedelayed OPSMs, and present some kinds of OPSM query methods, finally outline an indexing framework to address Order-Preserving SubMatrix query problems.
Throughout the paper, we use the following notations listed in Table 3 . If there are no specific notifications, we use row and gene, column and experimental conditions interchangeably, due to they have the same meaning in this study.
Definition 1 (Order-Preserving SubMatrix (OPSM)): Given a dataset D, i.e., a data matrix M , M i (g, c) is a submatrix of D, and g ⊆ G, c ⊆ C. If M i is an order-preserving submatrix, then for each row in g, there exists a permutation that preserves the order e i1 ≺ e i2 ≺ . . . ≺ e ij ≺ . . . ≺ e ik or e i1 e i2 . . . e ij . . . e ik , where (i1, . . . , ij, . . . , ik) is the permutation of the indexes of columns c, i.e., the data values e are monotonically increasing or decreasing with respect to the permutation of the indexes of columns c. Definition 2 (Positive Order-Preserving SubMatrix (POPSM)): Given an OPSM M i (g, c), if M i is a positive order-preserving submatrix, then for each row in g, there exists a permutation that preserves the order e i1 ≺ e i2 ≺ . . . ≺ e ij ≺ . . . ≺ e ik or e i1 e i2 . . . e ij . . . e ik .
Example 1: In Fig. 1(a) , genes g 1 , g 2 , g 4 have an increasing order under conditions c 2 , c 3 , c 4 , c 5 , thus we say {{g 1 , g 2 , g 4 }, {c 2 , c 3 , c 4 , c 5 }} is a Positive OPSM. Definition 3: (Negative Order-Preserving SubMatrix (NOPSM)). Given an OPSM M i (g, c), if M i is a negative order-preserving submatrix, then for each row in g up (g up ⊆ g), there exists a permutation that preserves the order e i1 ≺ e i2 ≺ . . . ≺ e ij ≺ . . . ≺ e ik , and for each row in g down (g down ⊆ g), there exists a permutation that preserves the order e i1 e i2 . . . e ij . . . e ik , where g up ∪ g down = g.
Example 2: In Fig. 1(b) , genes g 1 , g 2 have an increasing order under conditions c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , c 4 , c 5 , but gene g 3 has a decreasing order under conditions c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , c 4 , c 5 , thus we say
Definition 4 (Time-Delayed Order-Preserving SubMatrix (DOPSM)): Given an OPSM M i (g, c), if M i is a time-delayed order-preserving submatrix, then for each row in g forward (g forward ⊆ g), there exists a permutation that preserves the order e i1 ≺ e i2 ≺ . . . ≺ e ij ≺ . . . ≺ e ik , i.e., the data values e are monotonically increasing with respect to the permutation of the indexes of columns c forward (c i1 , . . . , c ij , . . . , c ik ) (c forward ⊆ c), and for each row in g delay (g dealy ⊆ g), there exists a permutation that preserves the order e i 1 ≺ e i 2 ≺ . . . ≺ e i j ≺ . . . ≺ e i k , i.e., the data values e are monotonically increasing with respect to the permutation of the indexes of columns c delay (c i 1 , . . . , c i j , . . . ,
d is the delayed time. When the data values e are monotonically decreasing with respect to the permutation of the indexes of columns, the definition is also held. And the former one is Time-Delayed Positive OPSM (DPOPSM), the latter one is Time-Delayed Negative OPSM (DNOPSM).
Example 3: In Fig. 1(c) , genes g 1 , g 2 have an increasing order under conditions c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , c 4 , c 5 , and gene g 4 has an increasing order under conditions c 2 , c 3 , c 4 , c 5 , c 6 , but the latter one has a time point delay, thus we say Fig. 1(d 
Definition 5 (Exact Query on Genes (EQ g )): Given a dataset D and a subset of genes g = (g i , . . . , g j , . . . , g k ), exact query on g returns a subsets of conditions c = (c x , . . . , c y , . . . , c z ) above the length threshold τ in OPMSs that contain all the items in g.
Definition 6 (Exact Query on Conditions (EQ c )): Given a dataset D and a subset of conditions c = (c x , . . . , c y , . . . , c z ), exact query on c returns a subsets of genes g = (g i , . . . , g j , . . . , g k ) above the size threshold δ in OPMSs that contain all the items in c and keep the order of c.
Definition 7 (Fuzzy Query on Genes (FQ g )): Given a dataset D and a subset of genes g = (g i , . . . , g j , . . . , g k ), fuzzy query on g returns a subsets of conditions c = (c x , . . . , c y , . . . , c z ) above the length threshold τ in OPMSs that contain a subset of the items in g above the size threshold δ.
Definition 8 (Fuzzy Query on Conditions (FQ c )): Given a dataset D and a subset of conditions c = (c x , . . . , c y , . . . , c z ), fuzzy query on c returns a subsets of genes g = (g i , . . . , g j , . . . , g k ) above the size threshold δ in OPSMs that contain a subset of c above the length threshold τ and need not keep the order of c. Definition 9 (Query Similarity (S)): Given a query keyword list l and a query result r, the similarity between l and r, denoted as S(l, r), is given by
where |LCS(l, r)| is the number of items in the longest common subsequence between l and r, |l| is the number of items in l, and |l ∩ r| is the number of common items between l and r. And it will be used in Section VI for the evaluation of accuracy. Problem definition: Given a dataset D, the delayed time d, the size threshold δ, the length threshold τ , multiple types of OPSM query is the process to search the OPSMs meeting Definition 1 to 8.
The process of OPSM query is mainly divided into the following three steps:
• Index construction and update: This is the most basic part. It uses prefix tree to load two different kinds of data, i.e., gene expression data and OPSM data. If several genes have the same prefix, they share the prefix in the tree and use the subsequent parts of these sequences as subbranches of the prefix. Index updates include data insertion and data deletion. It is an important task to make index updating more convenient and efficient.
• Header table design: This is an auxiliary data structure. It consists of two parts: (1) Row Header Table ( RHT for short), which is used to facilitate deletion of pIndex index and OPSM query based on row keywords, and (2) Column Header Table ( CHT for short), which is used to facilitate deletion of pIndex index and OPSM query based on column keywords.
• Query processing: It includes two sub-steps: (1) Search, which uses the row and column header tables to get the branches where the experimental conditions are located or the leaf nodes where the genes are located in a bottom-up way. (2) Filter, which mainly calculates the intersection of candidate sets in the previous step, and detects whether the candidate results are larger than the custom thresholds.
III. PFTREE
To design a compact and efficient index for OPSM queries, let us first examine an example Example 1. The row No. (gene name) and column No. (experimental condition) of OPSMs are listed in the first two and last two columns of Table 4 , respectively. In the following, it takes the OPSM dataset as an example to illustrate how to create an index, because each row in the gene expression data can also be regarded as an OPSM. A compact index can be created based on the following observations:
• There are many repetitive fragments between OPSMs.
If each duplicate fragment is stored only once, many unnecessary storage work can be avoided, and a lot of valuable memory space can be saved at the same time.
• If several OPSMs have exactly the same sequence of column labels, then these OPSMs can be merged into one, and only the row labels need to be put together in the merging process.
• If two OPSMs have the same prefix, then the same part can be made up of a common prefix and different parts can be made up of two branches. With these observations, we give an example to explain how to construct a prefix tree of OPSMs, called pfTree, which is a naive indexing method.
Example 4: Table 4 shows a sample OPSM dataset. This dataset will be used as our running example. The procedure of pfTree construction is plotted in Fig. 2 .
In Example 4, initially, one may create the root of a tree, labelled with ''null''. Next, the OPSM data set is scanned, and the scanned first OPSM generates the first branch of the tree: {c 6 , c 3 , c 1 , c 8 , c 16 }. Note that the inherent order of each column label must be maintained, as this sequence is a tendency for several genes that have a monotonically increasing or monotonically decreasing expression under these column labels. The row labels {g 1 , g 2 , g 5 } is then placed in the leaf node of the branch. For the second OPSM, since the column labels {c 6 , c 3 , c 1 , c 2 , c 8 } share the prefix with the column labels of the first OPSM, i.e., {c 6 , c 3 , c 1 }, only the nodes {c 2 } and {c 8 } needs to be created, and are linked as child nodes of nodes {c 1 } and {c 2 }, respectively. The row labels {g 3 , g 6 , g 9 } are then placed in the leaf node of the branch. For the column labels {c 6 , c 2 , c 3 } in the third OPSM, because it shares nodes {c 6 } with the first two branches, it is necessary to create two nodes {c 2 } and {c 3 } as child nodes of nodes {c 6 } and {c 2 }, respectively. The row labels {g 7 , g 10 , g 11 } is then placed in the leaf node of the branch. For the forth OPSM {c 3 , c 2 , c 16 }, since it does not share the prefix with the first three OPSMs, create a new branch {c 3 , c 2 , c 16 } and place the row labels {g 4 , g 8 , g 12 } in the leaf node of the branch. For the last OPSM {c 6 , c 3 , c 1 , c 8 , c 16 }, because it is identical to the first OPSM, there is no need to create a new branch, just put the row labels {g 4 , g 6 } in the leaf node of the branch which saves {g 1 , g 2 , g 5 }. The method of creating pfTree refers to lines 6-7 in Algorithm 1.
From Example 4, we know that pfTree contains the complete information of dataset, i.e., Lemma 1, and its size and height are bounded by the amount of dataset and the longest OPSM, i.e., Lemma 2.
Lemma 1: Given a gene expression data or an OPSM dataset D, its corresponding pfTree contains the complete information of D.
Lemma 2: The size of pfTree is bounded by the amount of dataset D, and the height of the pfTree is bounded by the longest row in dataset D.
Lemma 3: The upper boundary of the space complexity of pfTree index is O(mn). The lower boundary of the space complexity of pfTree index is O(m).

Algorithm 1 pIndex Construction
Input: OPSM or gene expression dataset D 1 treeRoot ← null; 2 while (opsm ← D.nextLine()) = null do 3 rows ← gene names in opsm; columns ← conditions in opsm; curNode ← treeRoot; 4 for it in columns do 5 linkFlag ← false; 6 if curNode does not have Child it then 7 curNode.addChild(it); linkFlag ← true; 8 curNode ← child it of curNode; gene frequency of curNode adds the gene name number in rows; 9 if columnHeadTable does not contain it then 10 put key-value < it, curNode > to columnHeadTable; set the back link of curNode to be null; 11 else 12 itNode ← get value by key it from columnHeadTable; 13 while itNode has forward Link do 14 itNode ← forward Link of itNode; 15 if linkFlag = true then 16 set forward link of itNode to be curNode; set back link of curNode to be itNode; 17 set curNode to be final node of this branch; set the gene names in curNode to be rows; 18 for row in rows do 19 if rowHeadTable has the key row then 20 add the value searching by key row from rowHeadTable into nodeSet; 21 add curNode into nodeSet; put key-value < row, nodeSet > into rowHeadTable;
Proof: When there are n completely different branches, the space complexity is O(mn). When n row data are constructed in the same branch, the space complexity is O(m).
Through experimental verification later, it is found that pfTree-based index deletion and OPSM query are not so efficient, although they have good performance in index creation and insertion. In order to improve its performance, an optimized indexing method pIndex is given in Section IV, which utilizes row and column header tables to facilitate the traversal of the prefix tree.
IV. PINDEX
pIndex construction includes three parts, which are pfTree building, column header table building, and row header table building. The pfTree building method has been shown in Section III, therefore we only give the column and row header table building approaches. Table 4 and Fig. 3 as an example. First, we create the root of pIndex. Then, scan the dataset, we get the OPSM 16 }, and use the latter one as the child of the former one, respectively. Meanwhile, add each column label to the column header table, and link to the corresponding column node. Finally, add a leaf node
Example 5 (pIndex Building): We use
In addition, we also add each row label to the row header table, and link to the corresponding row node. For the second OPSM {{g 3 , g 6 , g 9 16 }}, we need not create new nodes and add new column label to CHT, only add the row No. g 4 and g 6 to the leaf node in the first branch. In addition, add row No. g 4 and g 6 to RHT, and make g 4 and g 6 link to node {g 1 , g 2 , g 5 , g 4 , g 6 }.
The method and rules for creating a column header table are as follows: the order of column labels appeared in the column header table is determined by the top-down, left-to-right order of the column labels in the prefix tree. Each element that appears in the column header table is pointed to its position in the first occurrence of the branch by a bidirectional link. Later, if it appears in other branches, the nodes in the former and latter branch will point to each other through bidirectional link. Continue in turn until no identical elements appear. When the entire OPSM data is scanned, the OPSM prefix tree index with column header table is established, which is shown in Fig. 3 . The method of creating the column header table is shown in lines 9-16 of Algorithm 1. And column header table can be used in pIndex deletion and queries on conditions c.
The method and rules for creating row header table are as follows: the occurrence order of elements in row header table is similar to that in column header table, that is, it is determined by the occurrence order of row labels from left to right in the leaf nodes of prefix tree. In addition, linking manner between similar elements in row header table is unlike that in column header table, it places the nodes of the same element in the row header table into a hash set. For convenience of representation, one-way pointers are used in Fig. 3 . Similarly, when the entire OPSM data is scanned, the OPSM prefix tree index with row header table is established, as shown in Fig. 3 . The method for creating row header table is shown in rows 18-21 of Algorithm 1. And row header table can be used in pIndex deletion and queries on genes g.
In order to facilitate the update operation of pIndex, we give the insertion and deletion methods of pIndex. Because the insertion of pIndex is similar to the creation of pIndex, only the deletion methods of pIndex are introduced here, including deletion by row and by column. For pIndex deletion by rows, Algorithm 2 is given. First, it gets the keywords of rows (gene names). For each row keyword, it contains three operations: deleting from the row header table, deleting tree nodes, and deleting from the column header. For the first step, it gets the leaf nodes from the row header table (lines 1-2). Next, the number of leaf nodes obtained is detected. If the number of nodes is 0, the algorithm ends (lines [8] [9] . If the number of nodes is 1, the node is deleted from the row header table (lines 6-7). If the number of nodes is greater than 1, only the row (gene name) is deleted from the row header table (lines 4-5). For the other two operations (lines 10-13), i.e., deleting nodes and deleting columns, refer to Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Delete Nodes and Columns
Input: nodes nodes 1 while node in nodes and node is not treeRoot do Table 4 and Fig. 3 as an example, and employ {g 7 , g 10 } and {g 7 , g 10 , g 11 } as the keywords respectively. When the keywords are {g 7 , g 10 }, we only need delete g 7 , g 10 from the leaf node and RHT. When the keywords are {g 7 , g 10 , g 11 }, due to they are in one branch, so we fetches the leaf node {g 7 , g 10 , g 11 } from RHT. Since the support count of g 7 , g 10 , g 11 are all one, we remove them from the RHT. Then, we directly remove the leaf node {g 7 , g 10 , g 11 }, and remove nodes {c 3 }, {c 2 }, {c 6 } with a bottom-up manner. For node {c 3 }, we first make the node {c 3 } in the first and forth branch link to each other, then remove it from the child of node {c 2 }. And we use the same way to remove {c 2 }. But for node {c 6 }, we need not to remove it, due to it shares by other branches. Until now, we delete the branches that contain the keywords above.
Next, the details of Algorithm 3 are introduced. First, it checks whether the node is the root of the tree. If so, the algorithm ends (line 1). Otherwise, the number of branches that sharing the node is reduced by 1 (line 2). Because the node to be deleted is in the leaf node, first the node is deleted from its parent node, and then the parent node of the node is set to null (lines 3-5). The deletion of the node from the column header table is divided into four cases. (1) If the node has forward and backward nodes, it is necessary to make the forward and backward nodes point to each other (lines 6-7). (2) If it only has a backward node, the forward pointer of the backward node and the backward pointer of the node need to be set to null (lines [8] [9] . (3) If it has neither a backward node nor a forward node, it only needs to delete the key-valve pair containing the node from the column header (lines 10-11). (4) If it has only the forward node, first set the backward pointer of the forward node to empty, and then place the forward node in the column header table to replace the current node (lines [12] [13] . Finally, if the number of branches of the parent node sharing the current node is greater than 1, the algorithm ends (line 14).
Algorithm 4 pIndex Deletion by Columns
Input: columns columns 1 key ← the last item in columns; 2 node ← get node from column header table by key; 3 while node is not null do 4 pNode ← the parent of node; In order to delete pIndex by column keywords, it introduces Algorithm 4. Because it traverses the prefix tree from bottom to up, it first gets the last column keyword and the node position of the column keyword in the column header table (lines 1-2). According to the pointer chain containing the same list of keywords, the related branches are detected whether they contain all keywords. If so, record the currently traversed nodes. Otherwise, the next branch is detected according to the keyword pointer chain of the above columns (lines [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . When the qualified traversed nodes are obtained, the leaf nodes of the related branches are obtained according to the above nodes (lines [15] [16] . Further, the elements in the relevant branches and row header table are deleted according to the leaf nodes in the bottom-up manner (lines [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . Removal of related branches is performed by calling Algorithm 3 (line 25). It should be noted that it is a recursive way to find leaf nodes. For more details, please refer to Algorithm 5.
Algorithm 5 Find Leaf Nodes
Input: tree node node Output: leaf nodes leafNodes 1 if node is leaf node then add node into leafNodes; 2 if node has child then 3 children ← the children of node; 4 while child in children do findLeafNodes(child);
return leafNodes;
Example 7 (pIndex deletion by columns): We use Table  4 and Fig. 3 as an example, and employ c 6 , c 3 , c 1 as keywords. And use pIndex deletion by columns to delete the data. Initially, it reverses the keywords, and gets c 1 , c 3 , c 6 . Then, it searches column c 1 in CHT, and traces the first branch in a bottom-up way. And it finds c 1 , c 3 , c 6 in the branch. Further, it gets the leaf nodes {g 1 , g 2 , g 4 , g 5 , g 6 } and {g 3 , g 6 , g 9 }. Finally, it firstly delete g 1 , g 2 , g 5 , g 6 , g 9 . Due to g 4 in two leaf nodes, it only deletes the link from node {g 4 , g 8 , g 12 Proof: The row and column header tables will consume O(n) and O(m) space, respectively. Based on Lemma 3, when there are n completely different branches, the space complexity is O(mn), and when n row data are constructed in the same branch, the space complexity is O(m + n).
V. OPSM QUERIES
In this section, we explore the multiple types of OPSM queries, which include positive, negative, and time-delayed OPSM queries, based on pIndex with two header tables.
A. POSITIVE OPSM QUERIES
For row-based exact query EQ g , the position of row keywords in the index is first determined by row header table (lines 2-4).
Then, traverse the branches containing the row keywords in a bottom-up manner (lines 5-9). Further, calculate the longest common subsequence between branches that contain each keyword once and only once (lines [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Finally, it returned the longest common subsequences that are larger than the threshold τ (lines [21] [22] [23] . For more detailed information, please refer to Algorithm 6. Table 4 and the pIndex index in Fig. 3 as an example to illustrate the gene-based exact query (EQ g ) algorithm. Given the gene name {g 2 , g 3 , g 9 }, and column threshold 3, the set of experimental conditions containing the above genes was queried. Firstly, the node links containing genes {g 2 , g 3 , g 9 } are found in the row header table. Then the branches {c 6 , c 3 , c 1 , c 8 , c 16 } containing gene g 2 , and the branches {c 6 , c 3 , c 1 , c 2 , c 8 } containing genes g 3 and g 9 were obtained. Further, the longest common subsequence {c 6 , c 3 , c 1 , c 8 } between the above branches is calculated. Since the length is greater than the threshold 3, it is the result.
Through the query process of Example 8, Rule 1 for pruning query results is found.
Rule 1 (Keyword No. based Pruning): For row and column keywords in exact queries, in exact queries based on experimental conditions, all column keywords must be included in the branches they find. In exact query based on genes, leaf nodes must contain all row keywords. If the condition is not satisfied, then checking of the branch or leaf node can be cancelled.
For column-based exact query EQ c , the position of column keywords in the index is first determined by the column header table (lines 1-2). Then, starting with the branch node where the keyword is located, the branch is traversed in a bottom-up manner. It verifies that the branch contains all column keywords, and check the consistency in the order of these keywords in the branches (lines 4-12). If consistent, return the branches containing more than the threshold δ (lines [14] [15] [16] . See Algorithm 7 for more details.
Algorithm 7 (EQ c ) Exact Query on Conditions
Input: Condition keywords c, Size threshold δ Output: HashMap<c, set of genes> result 1 key ← the last item in c; 2 node ← get value from column header table by key; 3 if node is null then return null; 4 while node is not null do 5 pNode ← the parent of node; count ← |c| -2; Table 4 and the pIndex index in Fig. 3 as an example to illustrate the column-based exact query algorithm (EQ c ). Given the experimental conditions c 6 , c 3 , c 1 , and row threshold 3, query the gene sets containing the above experimental conditions. Firstly, the link of nodes containing experimental conditions c 1 , c 3 , c 6 (reverse order of input keywords) is found in the column header table. Then, branches {c 6 , c 3 , c 1 , c 8 , c 16 } and {c 6 , c 3 , c 1 , c 2 , c 8 } containing experimental conditions c 1 were obtained. These branches were then tested for inclusion of experimental conditions c 3 and c 6 . In results, the above branches satisfy the conditions. Finally, gene set {g 1 , g 2 , g 3 , g 4 , g 5 , g 6 , g 9 } is larger than the threshold 3. It is the query result.
From Example 9, we find Rule 2 for pruning query results.
Rule 2. (Order based Pruning) For column keywords in exact queries, the branch queried must contain all column keywords, and the order of column keywords in the branch must also be consistent with the order in which keywords are entered. Otherwise, checking the branch is cancelled.
For fuzzy query based on genes FQ g , the combination of row keywords larger than row threshold δ is calculated first (lines 1-2). Then, locate the branches containing each row keyword combination, and compute the longest common subsequence among the branches (lines 3-4). If it is greater than the column threshold τ , it is returned as a result (line 5). Algorithm 8 gives a more detailed query method.
Algorithm 8 (FQ g ) Fuzzy Query on Genes
Input: Gene name keywords g, Length threshold τ , Size threshold δ Output: HashMap<subset of g, set of conditions> result 1 for i ← δ to |g| do 2 querySetLists ← the combination of i items in g; 3 for querySet in querySetLists do 4 result ← EQ g (querySet, τ );
return result;
Example 10 (Fuzzy Query on genes FQ g ): Take the data in Table 4 and the pIndex index in Fig. 3 as an example to illustrate the gene based fuzzy query algorithm FQ g . Given the gene name g 2 , g 3 , g 9 , row threshold 2 and column threshold 3, the set of experimental conditions containing the above genes was queried. Firstly, the combinations of row keywords exceeding row threshold 2 were calculated, which are {g 2 , g 3 }, {g 2 , g 9 }, {g 3 , g 9 }, {g 2 , g 3 , g 9 }, respectively. Then, the branch {c 6 , c 3 , c 1 , c 8 , c 16 } containing gene g 2 , and the branch {c 6 , c 3 , c 1 , c 2 , c 8 } containing gene g 3 and g 9 was obtained. Further, the experimental condition sequence containing the above gene name combinations was calculated. The set of experimental conditions including {g 2 , g 3 }, {g 2 , g 9 } and {g 2 , g 3 , g 9 } is {c 6 , c 3 , c 1 , c 8 }. The set of experimental conditions containing {g 3 , g 9 } is {c 6 , c 3 , c 1 , c 2 , c 8 }. As the lengths of the above experimental conditions are greater than the threshold 3, all of them are the results.
For column-based fuzzy query FQ c , first flip the order of column keywords and take out the first element (lines 2-3). Then use the column header table to locate the branch containing this element, and detect whether these branches contain column keywords greater than the threshold τ (lines [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . If so, get the row label in the branch leaf node, and check whether the number of rows is greater than the threshold δ (lines 21-25). If so, return the column labels as keywords and the corresponding row labels as values (lines 26-28). Otherwise, continue to check whether other branches and other elements satisfy the above conditions when they are the first element (line 1). Note that the first element rotation method FIT is used to reduce the number of column keyword sets. Refer to Algorithm 9 for more details. Table 4 and the pIndex index in Fig. 3 as an example to illustrate the column-based fuzzy query algorithm (FQ c ). Given the experimental conditions c 6 , c 3 , c 1 , column threshold 2 and row threshold 3, query the gene sets containing the above experimental conditions. Firstly, use c 1 as the first element, and get branch {c 6 , c 3 , c 1 } which is above the length threshold 2. Then, we fetch the gene name set {g 1 , g 2 , g 3 , g 4 , g 6 , g 9 } which is above the size threshold 3. Further, we use c 3 as the first element, and get branch {c 6 , c 3 } and {c 6 , c 2 , c 3 } which are above the length threshold 2. Finally, we fetch the gene name set {g 1 , g 2 , g 3 , g 4 , g 6 , g 7 , g 9 , g 10 , g 11 }. When using c 6 as the first element, there are no results. Now, we return keyword sets and gene sets above as the results.
Lemma 5: The upper boundary of the time complexity of First Item of column keyword roTation method FIT is O(mn). The lower boundary of the time complexity of First Item of column keyword roTation method FIT is O(m).
Proof: Due to there are m number of first keywords and it uses column header table to locate the branches, when the column keywords are in n completely different branches, we get the space complexity is O(mn). When column keywords are in the same branch, we get the space complexity is O(m).
Theorem 1: Let c 1 and c 2 be two subsequences of keywords in c such that c 1 is a subsequence of c 2 . For any OPSMs in query results, support number s(c 2 ) s(c 1 ).
Proof: It is sufficient to show that the theorem is true for subsequences of column keywords whose length differ by 1, i.e., |c 2 | = |c 1 | + 1. We can repeat argument to prove the theorem for patterns of arbitray length. Let j be the column that is in c 2 but not in c 1 . Each subsequence of OPSM's column part that matches c 1 can potentially be extended to match c 2 by inserting a column j. Therefore s(c 2 ) s(c 1 ).
Corollary 1: Let c 1 and c 2 be two subsequences of keywords in c such that c 1 is a subsequence of c 2 . c 2 is frequent only if c 1 is frequent. Table 2 .
C. ONLINE SHARING QUERIES
Due to there are a lot of repeated OPSM queries, and some queries will consume a long response time and waste many computing resources. To accelerate the repeated and frequent searches, we introduce an online-sharing query method.
Firstly, we find the repeated queries Q r . Then, we find the queries Q t whose response time is above a threshold t. Further, we compute the intersection between Q r and Q t , denoted by Q. If there are enough spaces, we save all the results Q in the memory. If not, for each q ∈ Q, we find the top-k results and save in the memory. Based on the intuition that the more repeated times and the longer response time, the more likely to be stored, we give the criteria finding top-k results, shown in equation (2) .
where R(q) is the ranking score of query q, and the bigger score the higher rank; Cnt q denotes the repeated times of query q, Cnt max represents the maximum times in the repeated querys Q r , Time q denotes the response time of query q, Time max represents the maximum time in the repeated querys Q t , α and β are the weight in the score of ranking, and α + β = 1.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
This section mainly evaluates the effectiveness and scalability of the proposed indexing methods, query approaches, and optimization techniques with existing methods. We will compare the methods on a single machine and distributed processing systems. The experiments mainly verify the following aspects:
• The indexes pIndex and pfTree nearly have the same index size, and the compact ratio is close to 0.98 when the number of conditions is smaller.
• On single machine, although pfTree performs well on index building and index insertion, pIndex outperforms pfTree by 1 to 2 orders of magnitude in various cases on index deletion, EQ g , EQ c , FQ g and FQ c . Meanwhile, the exact and fuzzy query methods EQ g , EQ c , FQ g and FQ c with online sharing query technique have a better performance than those without online sharing query technique.
• On distributed processing systems, e.g., Hadoop and our modified Hama platform [24] , the indexing method pIndex and query methods also show better scalability than existing methods.
• We also test the behaviours (scalability and accuracy) of multiple types of OPSM query method and onlinesharing query technique.
Datasets:
We use two kinds of datasets in our experiments: real datasets [25] shown in Table 5 and a series of synthetic datasets. Most of our experiments have been performed on the real datasets since it is the source of real demand. Note we should sort the expression values in each row in an increasing or decreasing order, and replace each value with column label (index). In essence, it changes the real number to sequence data. Further, all the tests are based on the sequence data.
Platform: All our experiments are performed on 1.87GHz, 16GB memory, Inspur servers running Ubuntu 12.04. pIndex, pfTree, query methods and other techniques are implemented in Java language and complied with Eclipse 4.3. And the versions of Hadoop and Hama are 0.20.2 and 0.4.0, respectively.
A. EVALUATION ON SINGLE MACHINE 1) PINDEX VS PFTREE
First, we evaluate the size of pfTree and pIndex. As mentioned earlier, both pfTree and pIndex indexes index data based on prefix tree. Although pIndex index includes auxiliary data structure, i.e., row and column header tables, this auxiliary structure only needs a small amount of memory space, so there is a common compression ratio. Fig. 4(a) shows the compression ratio of the two indexes in the process of having four different columns (6, 11, 24 , 50 columns) and increasing the number of rows from 1000 to 12000. The curves in the figure clearly show the fact that the fewer columns, the higher compression ratio. In addition, it also shows a hidden attribute: index compression is basically independent of the change of row number, that is, when the number of rows keeps growing, the index compression ratio does not change significantly. The size of indexes pfTree and pIndex has been verified. Here, the performance of pfTree and pIndex indexes in the creation process is evaluated. Fig. 4(b) and (c) show the creation time when two methods index datasets of different rows and columns, respectively. As shown in the figure, in the process of index creation, pfTree takes less time to index under all row and column conditions than pIndex, because pIndex takes extra time to create row and column header tables. Although the performance of pIndex on index creation is not as good as that of pfTree, the performance of pIndex is significantly better than that of pfTree in other subsequent tests.
Similar to the time-consuming situation of index creation, when inserting 10 to 2000 rows into pfTree and pIndex indexes with fixed columns (200 columns) and 6 to 202 columns with fixed rows (100 rows), pfTree also takes less time than pIndex indexes. For more details, refer to Fig. 4(d) and (e). Fig. 4(f) , (g), (h) and (i) show the scalable performance of removing some data from the pfTree and pIndex indexes. This test uses 10k rows of data in D 6 in Table 5 as index data. If not specified later, the number of rows and columns in the data used is |G| = 10k and |C| = 202, respectively. First, test the time consumption of deleting 5 gene (row) sets from the index. As can be seen from Fig. 4(f) , the time consumption of pfTree index on deletion increases from 754ms to 2449ms, while that of pIndex increases from 20ms to 256ms. The growth trend and time consumption of pIndex are significantly smaller than that of pfTree. Next, we delete the index by 100 row keywords on 5 different datasets (|G| = 10k, varying column numbers |C|). As shown in Fig. 4(g) , the run time of pfTree dramatically increases from 206ms to 819ms, while that of pIndex increases from 14ms to 67ms. Similarly, when five sets of experimental conditions (columns) are deleted from the index, as shown in Fig. 4(h) , the deletion time of pfTree index is reduced from 1154ms to 1007ms, while that of pIndex is decreases from 535 MS to 99 Ms. The decreasing trend of pIndex is obviously larger than that of pfTree. Finally, we delete the index by 4 column keywords on 6 different datasets (|G| = 10k, varying column numbers |C|). In Fig.  4(i) , the run time of pfTree increases from 26ms to 1077ms, while that of pIndex increases from 16ms to 247ms. The increasing speed of the latter one is slower than the former, thus the proposed method has good performance.
2) EQ/FQ ON PFTREE/PINDEX/SQUERY Next, we evaluate the scalability performance of EQ and FQ on pfTree, pIndex, and online sharing query technique (sQuery for short). In the following, we call the three methods above as EQ/FQ-pfTree, EQ/FQ-pIndex, and EQ/FQ-sQuery, respectively.
The first test is the exact query performance based on row (gene) keywords (EQ g ). Three compared methods are EQ g -pfTree, EQ g -pIndex, and EQ g -sQuery. As shown in Fig.  5(a) , the running times of three methods are nearly three horizontal lines, but the running time of EQ g -pfTree is more than 30 times of the other methods. Further, the running time of EQ g -pIndex is nearly 2 times of EQ g -sQuery. When the same query is performed on six different datasets (that is, the index data is six different data), as shown in Fig. 5(b) , the running time of EQ g -pfTree is more than 35 times of EQ g -pIndex. And the running time of EQ g -sQuery is only half of that of EQ g -pIndex. The test demonstrates the efficiency of row header table and the scalability of EQ g -pIndex and EQ g -sQuery.
The second experiment is the fuzzy query performance based on row (gene) keywords (FQ g ). Three compared methods are FQ g -pfTree, FQ g -pIndex, and FQ g -sQuery. Fig. 5(c) and (d) show the performance of fuzzy query based on row (gene) keywords on different number of row keywords and datasets respectively. The running time of FQ g -pfTree increases greatly, while the running times of FQ g -pIndex and FQ g -sQuery are both basically a horizontal line. And FQ g -sQuery has better performance than FQ g -pIndex. Overall, in both cases, FQ g -pIndex performs 70 to 360 times (and 8 to 130 times) better than FQ g -pfTree. And FQ g -sQuery only consumes half of that of FQ g -pIndex. The test demonstrates the efficiency of row header table and the scalability of FQ g -pIndex and FQ g -sQuery.
The third test is the exact query performance based on column (experimental condition) keywords (EQ c ). Three compared methods are EQ c -pfTree, EQ c -pIndex, and EQ c -sQuery. As shown in Fig. 5(e) , when the index data is D 6 and the number of column keywords increases from 2 to 6, the performances of EQ c -pIndex and EQ c -sQuery are much better than EQ c -sQuery except for the case of keyword 2. The potential reason is that when there are fewer keywords, EQ c -pfTree traverses fewer tree nodes, so the performance is better than the other two methods when the number of keywords is 2. Then we test the performance when indexing six different kinds of data and executing the same exact query based on columns. As shown in Fig. 5(f) , the performance of EQ c -pIndex is 1 to 9 times that of EQ c -pfTree. And the performance of EQ c -sQuery is nearly 2 times that of EQ c -pIndex.
The fourth test is the fuzzy query performance based on column (experimental condition) keywords (FQ c ). Three compared methods are FQ c -pfTree, FQ c -pIndex, and FQ c -sQuery. As shown in Fig. 5(g) , when the index data is D 6 and the number of column keywords increases from 2 to 6, the running time of FQ c -pfTree increases sharply, but the running times of FQ c -pIndex and FQ c -sQuery are both basically a horizontal line. Then we test the performance when indexing six different data and executing the same column based fuzzy query. In Fig. 5(h) the response time of FQ c -pfTree increases from 120ms to 33589ms, while the time of FQ c -pIndex increases from 176ms to 3265ms, and that of FQ c -sQuery increases from 88ms to 1633ms. The growth trend and execution time of FQ c -pIndex and FQ c -sQuery are far less than that of FQ c -pfTree. Finally, the performance of the same fuzzy query based on six column keywords is tested when only the threshold of column keywords is changing, on dataset D 6 , and the same fuzzy query based on six column keywords is executed. As shown in Fig. 5(i) , the performance of FQ c -pIndex is 461 to 759 times that of FQ c -pfTree. And FQ c -sQuery outperforms nearly 2 times that of FQ c -pIndex. This test proves that the column header table and the first element rotation method (FIT ) play an important role in the query process, and also shows that FQ c -pIndex and FQ c -sQuery have good scalability in the query based on column keywords.
3) GEQ VS EQ
This subsection tests the behaviours of five query methods. The query methods include (1) exact query of positive OPSM with condition keywords based on pfTree index (EQ c -pfTree), (2) fuzzy query of positive OPSM with condition keywords based on pIndex index (EQ c -pIndex), (3) general query of negative OPSM with condition keywords based on pIndex index (GEQ c -nega), (4) general query of positive and delay OPSM with condition keywords based on pIndex index (GEQ c -posi-delay), (5) general query of negative and delay OPSM with condition keywords based on pIndex index (GEQ c -nega-delay). Due to general query of positive OPSM with condition keywords based on pIndex index (GEQ c -posi) is nearly same with EQ c -pIndex, so we do not give the results of the GEQ c -posi method. When testing the GEQ c -posi-delay and GEQ c -nega-delay, we use d = 1 as the step length of delayed time. First, we give the search times of all the query methods when varying the numbers of column keywords. Note that the indexing dataset is D 6 , which has 10k rows. The response time is shown in Fig. 6(a) . When the numbers of column keywords increase from 3 to 7, the search times of EQ c -pfTree decrease from 830ms to 800ms, the response times of EQ c -pIndex reduce from 480ms to 45ms, that of GEQ cnega drop from 210ms to 45ms, that of GEQ c -posi-delay decrease from 270ms to 50ms (except the condition 3, that is 1900ms), that of GEQ c -nega-delay reduce from 210ms to 50ms (except the condition 3, that is 1800ms). Because the keyword number of GEQ c -posi-delay and GEQ c -nega-delay is less than other methods, which leads more candidates, it will spend more time. However, this situation becomes less obvious with the increasing of column keyword number. This experiment demonstrates that the behaviours of the methods based on pIndex is better than that based on pfTree.
Next, we give the search times of all the query methods on 6 different datasets, when conduct the same query (4 column keywords, except KiWi [12] method). Note that the numbers of 6 different datasets are 10k. The response time is shown in Fig. 6(b) . With the increasing of column keyword number, the response time of EQ c -pfTree query method increases exponentially, while the other four methods remain in a certain time range. The details are as follows: the response time of EQ c -pfTree query method increased rapidly from about 25ms to about 820ms, the query response time of EQ c -pIndex and GEQ c -nega methods is basically the same (from about 10ms to about 70ms. On dataset D 6 , the response time of the former is slightly higher, about 260ms.), the query response time of GEQ c -posi-delay and GEQ c -nega-delay methods is basically the same, and slightly higher than that of EQ c -pIndex and GEQ c -nega methods, which gradually increases from about 20ms to 220ms. Because KiWi approach is a method of mining OPSMs from gene expression data in batches, there is no list of keyword options, so we adopt its default setting. KiWi runs the longest time on D 2 datasets (109 ms), shorter on D 3 and D 1 datasets (47ms and 31ms, respectively), and shortest on D 4 , D 5 and D 6 datasets (about 16ms). The experiment proves that the methods proposed in this paper have better behaviours on efficiency and scalability.
4) EQ/FQ WITH ONLINE-SHARING TECHNIQUE VS EQ/FQ WITHOUT ONLINE-SHARING TECHNIQUE
This subsection evaluates the performances of two class of methods, query based on online-sharing technique and query without online-sharing technique, on exact or fuzzy query. We call these methods EQ g -sQuery, EQ g -pIndex, FQ g -sQuery, FQ g -pIndex, EQ c -sQuery, EQ c -pIndex, FQ c -sQuery, FQ c -pIndex for short. To show the results more clearly, we assume that the memory is large enough to test the optimal performance of the proposed methods. Thus, it can cache all the repeated and time-consuming results.
Firstly, we compare the behaviours of EQ g -sQuery and EQ g -pIndex. As shown in Fig. 7(a) , we vary the numbers of row keywords from 2 to 6, the run time of EQ g -pIndex increases from 11ms to 22ms, but that of EQ g -sQuery is nearly one horizontal line, it spends about 0ms.
Secondly, we test the behaviours of FQ g -sQuery and FQ g -pIndex. As shown in Fig. 7(b) , we vary the numbers of row keywords from 3 to 7, the run time of FQ g -pIndex increases from 32ms to 156ms, but that of FQ g -sQuery is nearly one horizontal line, it also spends about 0ms.
Thirdly, we evaluate the behaviours of EQ c -sQuery and EQ c -pIndex. As shown in Fig. 7(c) , we vary the numbers of column keywords from 2 to 6, the run time of EQ c -pIndex decreases from 1919ms to 95ms, but that of EQ c -sQuery drops from 19ms to 0ms, which is nearly one horizontal line.
Finally, we give the behaviours of FQ c -sQuery and FQ c -pIndex. As shown in Fig. 7(d) , we vary the numbers of column keywords from 2 to 6, the run time of FQ c -pIndex drops from 3835ms to 2348ms, but that of FQ c -sQuery decreases from 27ms to 0ms, which also is nearly one horizontal line.
B. EVALUATION ON SINGLE MACHINE, HADOOP AND HAMA
In the next experiments, we take pIndex method as an example to show its performance on single machine (SM for short), Hadoop and Hama (2 nodes) platforms. Because the performance of pIndex on a single machine has been given in detail, this section only shows its performance in index creation, exact query based on column keywords (EQ c ), fuzzy query based on column keywords (FQ c ), etc. Fig. 8(a) and (b) show the time taken by pIndex building on varying rows and columns, respectively. As shown in the two figures, the performance of pIndex on Hadoop and Hama platforms is 2 to 6 times of that on SM platforms, no matter whether the row number changes or the column number changes. In Fig. 8(b) , the performance of pIndex on Hadoop is significantly better than that on Hama. The reason is that the data has the chance to be skewed on Hama platform, and Hadoop can use its own small file mechanism to solve this problem. Fig. 8(c) and (d) show the time consumption of exact query based on column keywords (EQ c ) under different number of keywords and different data. When the index data is D 6 and the number of column keywords increases from 2 to 6, the performance of column keyword based exact query (EQ c ) on Hadoop and Hams platforms is more than twice that of single machine (SM). When testing its performance of executing the same query on six different kinds of data, the performance of column keyword based exact query (EQ c ) on Hadoop and Hama platforms is also two to three times of that on a single machine. Fig. 8(e ) and (f) show the scalability of fuzzy query based on column keywords (FQ c ) on three platforms. When the index data is D 6 and the number of column keywords increases from 2 to 6, as shown in Fig. 8(e) , the performance of column keyword based fuzzy query (FQ c ) on Hadoop and Hama platforms has the same superior performance, which is 2 to 3 times of that on a single machine (SM). Next, we continue to test the performance of FQ c , when only the threshold of the column keywords is changing, on dataset D 6 and executing the same fuzzy query based on six column keywords. As shown in Fig. 8(f) , similar to the former experiment, the performance on Hadoop and Hama platforms has the same superior performance, both of which are two to three times of the performance on a single machine.
Finally, the scalability of index and query methods based on pIndex is evaluated under different cluster nodes. As shown in Fig. 8(g) , when the number of cluster nodes increases from 2 to 8, the creation time of index in the case of 4 (or 8) nodes is one forth times of that in the case of 2 (or 4) nodes, and Hadoop and Hama platforms show almost the same excellent performance. Similarly, as shown in Fig. 8(h) , when it performs a fuzzy query of six column keywords (FQ c ), its query performance in the case of 4 (or 8) nodes is twice that in the case of 2 (or 4) nodes. Through this experiment, we know that pIndex has good scalability. Although pIndex takes more time to create indexes than pfTree, it can be solved by using distributed parallel platform.
C. ACCURACY
The motivation of this test is to check weather the proposed methods can find the biggest OPSMs based on row/column keywords. We test the search performance on two real datasets [26] . And the evaluation criteria is defined in Definition 9. One real dataset is Arabidopsis Thaliana dataset, the other one is Saccharomyces Cerevisiae dataset. On the former one dataset, we conduct 14 exact queries based on genes. Based on the criteria, we get the recall ratios of conditions, which is shown in Table 6 . The biggest ratio is 86.7% for the 3 × 15 size of OPSM, i.e., it gets 13 conditions from 15 ones. The smallest recall ratios is 20.0%. From the 14 searches, the recall rate of 3 queries is more than 80.0%, that of 7 queries is more than 70.0%, and that of of 10 queries is more than 50.0%. On the latter one dataset, we conduct 12 exact queries based on genes and get the recall ratios of conditions, which is shown in Table 7 . Based on the criteria, we get the recall ratios of conditions. The biggest ratio is 94.1% for the 6 × 17 size of OPSM, i.e., it gets 16 conditions from 17 ones. The smallest recall ratios is 10.0%. From the 12 searches, the recall rate of 3 queries is more than 70.0%, that of 4 queries is more than 40.0%.
VII. RELATED WORK
Query-based biclustering method comes from the field of bioinformatics, and its application object is gene expression data [27] . Firstly, users provide functional related or coexpressed seed genes based on experience, and then use the seed to guide the search space pruning or biclustering mining search. Jiang et al. [19] design an interactive and visual tool called Gene Pattern eXplorer (GPX) for gene pattern mining, which can drill down and roll up. And it facilitates the OPSM search from the massive results. Dhollander et al. [28] propose a Bayesian query-driven biclustering framework named QDB, to answer the specific question of interest to a biologist. They recruit genes with similar expession profiles as the seeds to find a significant subset of experimental conditions. Zhao et al. [29] improve the QDB framework, and develop ProBic, a query-based biclustering strategy based on probabilistic relational models to extract high quality biclusters even in the presence of noise or when dealing with low quality seed sets. To answer specific questions of interest and incorporate prior knowledge and expertise from the user, Alqadah et al. [30] introduce a novel Query Based Bi-Clustering algorithm, QBBC, using a new formulation that combines the advantages of low-variance biclustering techniques and Formal Concept Analysis. Wang et al. [31] apply the longest common subsequence (LCS) framework to selected pairs of rows in an index matrix derived from an input data matrix to locate a seed for each bicluster to be identified. Li and Su [32] introduce a biclustering algorithm called BicGO to recognize complicated biclusters submerged in large scale datasets (matrix). Jiang et al. [33] proposes two constrained OPSM query methods, which exploit user defined constraints (must-link, cannot-link, interval, count) to search relevant OPSMs from two kinds of indexes introduced. Further, to reduce the index size of the methods in [33] and obtain much more accurate query relevancy, they proposes two types of OPSM indexing and constrained query methods based on Signature and Trie in [34] . Jiang et al. [35] presents and implements a prototype system for OPSM queries, which is called OMEGA (Order-preserving sub-Matrix mining, indExinG and seArch tool for biologists).
It uses Butterfly Network based BSP model to mine OPSMs in parallel [24] . Further, it builds index based on prefixtree associated with two header tables for gene expression data or OPSM mining results. Then, it processes exact and fuzzy queries based on keywords [36] . The main difference of our contribution with respect to (w.r.t.) our previous work [36] is that here we support queries of multiple types of OPSMs w.r.t. positive OPSM queries. The second difference is that our current proposal ensures, when needed, online sharing queries for the repeated and frequent searches. The third difference is that we rewrite the paper, use much more examples to explain the approaches, add some experiments, and prove and guarantee the validity of the proposed methods in theory.
In this study, we study the problems of OPSM queries. Due to its challenging nature, few previous work has been done on this topic.
VIII. CONCLUSION
To tackle the problems that Order-Preserving SubMatrix mining methods have longer latency and do not support many kinds of OPSM mining, the paper designs a new method from the perspective of data management. We present an indexing method called pIndex, which uses two header tables to accelerate the search behaviours. Further, we give some query methods, such as exact/fuzzy query on rows/columns, which support the search of positive, negative, and time-delay OPSMs. To reduce the cost of the repeated and frequent queries, we explore the online sharing query strategy for the follow-up OPSM queries. Experiments demonstrate that these techniques are efficient to speed up the query process and can give accuracy results. Note that, although our experiments are run on gene expression data, the method proposed in this paper can be utilized widely in many application domains beyond gene expression data analysis.
